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Self-replication of this sequence occurs as a
result of a random part latching on to the seed
string, then the part is queried for self-similarity and proper position in the growing replicant, and subsequently it is
either permanently latched
Autonomously self-replicating
or released according to an
machines have long caught the
embedded rule (for movie, see
imagination1–3 but have yet
1
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supplementary information).
to acquire the sophistication
2
We note that each part needs
of biological systems, which
only to run a local, compact (7assemble structures from disstate) state machine and does
ordered building blocks. Here
not, in itself, store an entire
we describe the autonomous
1
2
copy of the structure. The
self-replication of a reconfig3
kinetics of these processes are
urable string of parts from
exponential until they become
randomly positioned input
limited by the supply of parts
components. Such compo2
(Fig. 2).
nents, if suitably miniaturized
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3
In addition to replication,
and mass-produced, could con1
several
other algorithms, inclstitute self-fabricating systems
4
uding one-dimensional (line)
whose assembly is brought
and two-dimensional (checkerabout by the parts themselves.
board) pattern formation from
A key feature of biological Figure 1 | Self-replication of a 5-bit string. Frames 1-9 (from left to right in each
row): time sequence of photographs showing the autonomous replication of a
internal rules, as well as a
replication is a template mol- 5-bit string of electromechanical units, starting from a single initial input string
reconfigurable pattern formaecule’s ability to make copies of (number 1: green, green, yellow, yellow, green); frame 3: multiple replicants
tion, were run using the same
itself (as in the case of DNA) by (numbered 1,2) assembling on a single substrate. Addition of building blocks is
system (see supplementary
selecting the appropriate build- purely sequential along the string, as governed by a rule running in each block’s
information). Controls run
ing blocks (nucleotides) from state machine; frame 9: four independent strings (numbered 1-4) result from the
without error correction, howparts that are randomly and action of templating and division. For movie, see supplementary information.
ever, show large (random) error
continuously distributed in its
environment; the system also has a built-in
Our focus is on the autonomous replication rates in the final assemblages.
Given the compact requirements of internalability to correct errors made during copying4. of complex systems from random inputs. The
The efficiency of this two-step process enables complexity of a given structure may be defined state machines, coupled with recent advances
biological systems to generate exponential by the bit length describing the configuration in microelectromechanical systems, it is possinumbers of accurate copies of themselves as a of parts — in this case, a 5-bit string. If the ble that components such as those we describe
function of time. To create these properties in error per addition (arising from random here could eventually be miniaturized. They
an artificial system, a machine needs to be input) of each new building block in the might be used to create a general system that
capable of autonomous acquisition of ran- copied string is , then the yield for replicating is capable of self-replicating or of being prodomly distributed building blocks and of an n-bit string is (1 )n, which becomes grammed to self-fabricate into complex struccarrying out error correction during the copy- exponentially small for complex (large n) sys- tures that run with exponential kinetics.
ing process.
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